
 
 
II.  BASIC MESSAGES ACCORDING TO THE SWIFT STANDARD 
 
 
1.Message Structure  
 
1.1. Message heading  
Each instruction contains information on each participant in the inter-bank payment 
system as eather the message remitter or recipient for/from RTS/X and on RTS/X.  
An example “message heading” is given in the next table: 
 
no.  Title of the field Participant  RTS/X 
1: Remitter  HBBACS22AXXX 

Hipotekarna bank AD 
Podgorica 

2: Message type    103 
2: Recipient  CBCGCS22XXXX 

Central bank of Montenegro 
Podgorica 

 
 
1.2. Symbols that define the format of the message: 
 
Type of 
symbol 

Description  Examples  

n Numerical field  18n – numerical fields up to 18 
characters 

! After a number represents a 
fixed length determined by 
the number  

18!n – field of fixed 18 numerical 
characters  

a Exclusively letters’ field 
(Caps lock)  

4!a –four fixed letter characters  

d Decimal field  15d – numerical field with two decimals 
up to 15 characters (12n,nn) 

x Letter, numerical, and symbol 
field        

35x – represents up to 35 letters, 
numerical and symbol characters  

c Letter numerical field  3x – field that has 3 letters, or 3 
numbers   

3*35x First number determines 
number of lines and second 
number of characters by line  

3*35x – 3 lines of which each has up to 
35 characters  

[  ] Fields in round brackets are 
optional fields  

[1!a] – field which in certain conditions 
require one character and in other 
conditions is not filed in  

 
----I 

Fields among these two 
symbols may be repeated 
several times  

 

 



1.3. Priority  
 
Field:113:  is in the third block and determines priority of transfers.  
For the payments in RTGS busines priority is between 0001 – 0099. Value 0001 is the 
highest priority and the lowes priority is  0099. 
For clearing payments busines priority is 0100.  
 
 
1.4. ACK/NAK confirmation 
  
ACK/NAK confirmation exists only in the XML format. 
ACK confirmation shall be sent to the participant after the successful preprocessing of a 
message. 
NAK confirmation shall be sent to the participant in the case of error during the 
preprocessng of a messgage.  
 
 
2. Formats of messages  
 
 
2.1. Message MT 102- multiple transfer of assets on account of several clients of 
two banks  
 
Multiple Customer Credit Transfer shall be used for multiple transfers of assets on 
accounts of several clients of one bank (account of client in clearing). All payments 
within one message shall have the same value date, at the same time the bank remitter 
shall be the same for all credit references and bank recipient shall be the same for all 
debit references. The total sum of each payment shall be equal to the amount in the field 
32A. 
 
The following elements' schedule is suggested: 
 
 
Field  Element of order for non cash 

payment          
Format Obligatory  Reference  

 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
113: Priority of value 100 determines 

that the payment shall be 
performed in clearing  

4n Yes Example: 
113:0100 

20: Referential number of the initial 
bank  

16x Yes TRN y SWIFT-y 

23: CREDIT  6!a Yes CREDIT 
26T: Type of transaction code  3!c Yes Understands value 001 
71A: SHA 3!a Yes  

   Yes  
21: Transaction Reference 16x Yes  
32B Currency Code (for euros EUR) 

and amount (12n,nn) 
 

 
3!a15d 

Yes Example: 
 
32B:EUR100,00 



Account of remitter  (3n-13n-2n) 50K: 
Heading of remitter: 
- Hading-name of the (physical-
legal entity)  
- Address, 
- Place of residence 

/18!n 
3*35x 

Yes Example: 
:50K:/540000000123456712 
ADD RENATO 
PODGORICA 
 

Account of user   (3n-13n-2n) 59: 
Heading of remitter: 
-Heading – name 
(physical – legal entity) 
- Address 
- Place of residence 

/18!n 
3*35x  

Yes Example: 
:59:/520000000123456712 
ADD RAMEL 
NOVAKA MILOSEVA BB 
PODGORICA 

70: Information on money order: 
Code of payment (SIF- 3n) 
Code of field PBZ behind which 
cite on the debit reference 
number. Cite the debit reference 
number separated by hyphens. 
Next to the PBO behind which cite 
the credit reference number. Cite 
the credit reference number 
separated by hyphens.  
 

4*35x 
(SIF-3n 
 
PBZ-2n-20x 
 
 
PBO-2n-
20x) 

Yes Example of the suggested 
format: 
:70:SIF-043 
 
PBZ-00-12345 
 
 
PBO-97-4567 

77B: Purpose of payment 3*35x  
Yes 

Example: 
:77B: UPLATA PO FAKTURI 
BR. 123 
OD 24.08.2004 

----I     
32A: - Value Date (YYMMDD), 

code of value (for euros EUR) and 
amount – sum of all transactions 
(12n,nn) 
 

 
6!n3!a15d 

Yes Example  (for 10 orders 
on 100 euros): 
:32A:0407029EUR1000,00 

Bank which is performing 
payment: 
      /D/  bank account  

53A: 

      bank BIC  

 
/D/18!n 
4!a2!a2!c[3!
c] 

Yes Example: 
:53A:/D/90700000000540011
0 
OPPOCS22 

     Bank whose account is 
credited: 
     /C/ bank account 

54A: 

bank BIC  

 
/C/18!n 
4!a2!a2!c[3!
c] 

 
Yes 

Example: 
:54A:/C/90700000000520019
3 
HBBACS22 

72: Information from remitter to the 
recipient with the transaction code 

6*36  CODTYPRT/001 

 
 
2.2. Message MT 103 – transfer of assets to bank’s client account  
 
Single Customer Credit Transfer shall be used for single transfer of assets.  
 
The following elements' schedule is suggested: 



 
Field  Element of order for non cash 

payment          
Format Obligatory  Reference  

 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
113: For the payments within RTGS 

business priority is among 0010 
– 0099. Value 0010 is the 
highest priority if is not cited it 
understands 0099  

4n  Example: 
113:0099 

20: Initial bank referential number  16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 
23B: CRED 4!c Yes CRED 
23E: SDVA  4!c Yes SDVA 
26T: Transaction code type  3!c  Understands value 001 
32A: Value date (YYMMDD), 

Value code   (za euro EUR) i 
Amount (12n,nn) 

 
6!n3!a15d 

Yes Example: 
:32A:040729EUR1000,10 

Debitor’s account (3n-13n-2n) 50K: 
Heading of remitter: 
-Heading – name 
(physical – legal entity) 
- Address 
- Place of residence 

/18!n 
3*35x 

Yes Example: 
:50K:/510000000123456712 
ADD RENATO 
HERCEGOVACKA 9 
PODGORICA 
 

Bank which account is indebited  
  /D/ Bank account  

53A: 

Bank BIC  

 
 
/D/18!n 
4!a2!a2!c[3!c] 

Yes Example : 
 
:53A:/D/9070000000051008
6 
CKBCCS22 

Bank which account is credited    
/C/ Bank account  

57A: 

Bank BIC  

 
/C/18!n 
4!a2!a2!c[3!c] 

Yes Example: 
:57A:/C/9070000000050501
34 
ATLMCS22 

Account of creditor    (3n-13n-2n) 59: 
Heading of creditor: 
-Heading – name 
(physical – legal entity) 
- Address 
- Place of residence 

/18!n 
3*35x  

Yes Example: 
:59:/505000000000456745 
DOO RAMEL 
PODGORICA 
 

70: Information on money order: 
Code of payment (SIF- 3n) 
Code of field PBZ Cite the debit 
reference number separated by 
hyphens. 
- Next to the PBO behind which 
cite the credit reference number. 
separated by hyphens 

4*35x 
 
 
SIF-3n 
 
PBZ-2n-20x 
 
 
 
 
PBO-2n-20x 

Yes Example of the suggested 
format: 
 
 
SIF-043 
 
PBZ-00-12345 
 
 
 
PBO-18-4567 
 



71A: SHA 3!a Yes  
72: Purpose of payment  

At the beginning is entered code   
CODTYPTR/001,  (understands 
value 001), at the beginning of 
other rows there are always two 
hyphens// 
 

3*35x Yes Example: 
:72:/CODTYPTR/001 
// Uplata po  
//fakturi br 
 

 
REFERENCE: for payments from public entities, field 70: message MT 103 is filled 
as following mode 
 
 
70: Information on money order: 

 
-Number of sub account (Tax 
Administration, Customs, Ministry 
of Internal Affairs, or special 
account of the State Treasury) 
-Code of payment (SIF- 3n) 
- Code of field PBZ Cite the debit 
reference number separated by 
hyphens. 
- Next to the PBO behind which 
cite the credit reference number. 
separated by hyphens 

4*35x 
 
 
TC-18!n 
 
 
 
 
SIF-3n 
 
 
PBZ-2n-20x 
 
PBO-2n-
20x 

 
 
 
Yes 

Example of the suggested 
format: 
 
:70:/ TC-820000000001111193 
 
 
 
SIF-043 
 
PBZ-00-12345 
 
 
PBO-18-4567 
 

 
 
 
2.3. Message MT 202 – transfer of assets among financial institutions  
 
Message MT 202 shall be used for transfer of assets among financial institutions within 
RTGS. 
 
Following elements' schedule is suggested: 
 
Field  Element of order for non cash 

payment          
Format Obligatory  Reference  

 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
113: For the payments within RTGS 

business priority is among 0010 – 
0099. Value 0010 is the highest 
priority if is not cited it 
understands 0099 

4n Yes Example: 
113:0099 

20: Initial bank referential number  16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 
21: Connected reference 16x Yes Reference this message 

refers to, or code NONREF 



32A: Value Date  (YYMMDD), 
Value code (for euro EUR) and 
amount (12n,nn) 

 
6!n3!a15d 

Yes Example: 
32A:040729EUR1000,10 

Bank which account is indebited :  
/D/ Bank account  

53A: 

Bank BIC  

 
 
/D/18!n 
4!a2!a2!c[3!
c] 

Yes Example: 
 
:53A:/D/90700000000515014
1 
EUMBCS22 

Bank which account is credited :  
 /C/ bank account  

58A: 
 

 bank BIC  

 
/C/18!n 
4!a2!a2!c[3!
c] 

Yes Example: 
:58A:/C/90700000000540011
0 
OPPOCS22 

72: Information on money order: 
 
       -Code of transaction type 
-Code of payment (SIF- 3n) 
- Code of field PBZ Cite the debit 
reference number separated by 
hyphens. 
- Next to the PBO behind which 
cite the credit reference number 
separated by hyphens - Purpose 
of payment  
( at the begining of rows 2-5 two 
slashes shall be entered // ) 
 

5*35x 
 
(001 
SIF-3n 
 
PBZ-2n20x 
 
 
PBO-2n20x 
 
 
 
 
 35x  

Yes Example of the suggested 
format: 
 
:72:/CODTYPRT/001 
//SIF-043 
 
//PBZ-00-12345 
 
 
//PBO-97-004567 
 
 
 
 
// Payment according to the 
invoice no. 4567 
 

 
 
3. Category 9 – Confirmation on receipt, account status and reports 
 
 
 3.1. Message MT 900 – Confirmation on debiting an account  
 
 
Message MT 900 shall be used as confirmation on debiting an account after the 
performed of a transaction (MT 103, MT 102 or MT 202). Message shall be sent by 
RTGS to the bank that initiated the payment.  
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  Reference  
 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number 

(RTGS)  
16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 

21: Connected reference  16x Yes TRN of the message 
confirmation refers to 



25: Account number which is indebted  18!n Yes :25:907000000005450162 
32A: - Values Date - (YYMMDD), 

- code of value - (EUR), 
- amount  - (12n,nn) 

 
6!n3!a15d 

Yes Example: 
:32A:040828EUR800,50  

 
 
 
3.2. Message T 910 – confirmation on crediting an account.  
 
 
Message MT 910 shall be used as confirmation of crediting an account after a 
completed transaction (MT 103, MT 102 or MT 202). Message is sent by RTGS to the 
bank to which the assets are directed.  
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  Reference  
 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Referential number of the initial 

bank (RTGS) 
16x Yes TRN y SWIFT-y 

21: Connected reference 16x Yes TRN of the message 
confirmation reffers to  

25: Accountnumber which is credited     18!n Yes  
32A: Value Date (YYMMDD), 

Value code  (EUR), 
Amount 12n,nn). 

 
6!n3!a15d 

Yes Example:  
:32A: 040828EUR800,50  

52A:  
Remitter bank account  
Remitter bank BIC  

 
18!n 
4!a2!a2!c[3!
c] 

Yes Example: 
:52A:/D/9070000000053501
55 
NIKBCS22 

 
 
3.3. Message MT 920 –request for a report on the balance of an account and 
sending the report  
 
Message MT 920 shall be used as request for information on the balance of an account 
at one time or as request for sending the report of an account. This message is sendt to 
the RTGS. 
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  Reference  
 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number  16x Yes TRN within SWIFT  

   Yes  
12: Identifies message types for which 

request was sent  
 3!n   Yes Shall be one of the 

following message types: 
940,941,942 or 950  



25: Account number the message 
reffers to   

18!n Yes  

34F:   - value code   (EUR) 
  - symbol D (for debt) or leave 
empty   
  - limit below which transaction is 
not to be entered on the report 
(12n,nn) 

 
3!a[1!a]15d 

 
 

Example: 
:34F:EURD10, 

34F:   - value code (EUR) 
  - symbol C (for credit) or leave 
empty      
  - limit limit below which 
transaction is not to be entered on 
the report (12n,nn) 

 
3!a[1!a]15d 

 
 

Example: 
:34F:EURC10, 

------I     
 
If there are 2 fields 34F, first field 34F shall contain the symbol D, and second field 34F 
shall contain the symbol C, if there is one field 34F symbols C or D shall not be used – 
system then understands debit limit. 
   
 
3.4. Message MT 940 – account report (with details) 
 
Message MT 940 is an account report with detail changes and it is sent after receipt of 
MT 920, sent by RTGS. 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  Reference  
 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number 

(RTGS) 
16x Yes TRN within SWIFT  

25: Account number  18!n Yes Account number for which 
report is sent  

28C: Number of report/ page number of 
respective report  

5n[/3n] Yes  

60F: Initial status in the form: 
  - debt / credit - D/C 
  - date- YYMMDD 
  - value code – EUR 
  - amount – (12n,nn)   

 
 
1!a6!n3!a15
d  

Yes Example: 
 
:60F:C040628EUR1000,00 

     
61: Line of report:    



- value date – YYMMDD, 
- debt  (D), credit (C) …., 
- amount (12n,nn), 
- code for indentification of 
transaction type  
- reference for the owner of 
account  
- reference of inst. which services  
an account  
 

6n 
2a 
15d 
1!a3!c 
16x 
[//16x] 

 

86: - first row – debtor’s account (code  
MT 103-field 50K and code MT 
202 field 53A) 
- second row – creditor’s account 
(code MT 103-field 59 and code 
MT 202 field 58A)               
- following 4 lines of reports are 
field 70 of the message MT103. 

6*35x   

------I     
62F: Closing status: 

- debt / credit   - D/C 
- date - YYMMDD 
- value code - EUR 
- amount– (12n,nn) 

 
 
1!a6!n3!n15
d 

 
 
Yes 

Example: 
 
:62F:C041010EUR1000,00 

 
 
3.5. Message MT 941 – account status  
 
Message MT 941 shall be used for sending information on balance of account at one 
time in response to message MT 920 . 
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  Reference  
 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number 

(RTGS) 
16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 

21: Respective reference 16x Yes Refers to reference of the 
message MT 920 which 
initiated the request  

25: Account number  18!n Yes Account number the 
message refers to 

28: Number of status / number of 
sequence  

5n[/2n] Yes  

60F: Initial status in the form: 
  - debt / credit - D/C 
  - date- YYMMDD 
  - value code – EUR 
  - amount – (12n,nn)   

 
 
1!a6!n3!a15
d 

Yes Example: 
 
:60F:C040628EUR595771,0
0 



      
90D: 

  - number of debit transactions, 
  - value symbol,  
  - sum of debit transactions  

 
5n3!a15d 

Yes Example: 
:90D:8EUR385920,00 

       
90C: 

  -number of credit transactions  
  - value symbol  
  - sum of credit transactions  

 
5n3!a15d 

Yes Example: 
90C:5EUR450000,00 

             
62F: 

Closing status during report 
creation: 
  - debt / credit - D/C 
  - date- YYMMDD 
  - value code – EUR 
  - amount – (12n,nn)   

 
 
1!a6!n3!n15
d 
 

Yes Example: 
 
:62F:C041111EUR659851,0
0 

64: Disposing status: 
  - debt / credit - D/C 
  - date- YYMMDD 
  - value code – EUR 
  - amount – (12n,nn)   

 
 
1!a6!n3!a15
d  
 

 Example: in the case of 
reserved clearing  
179.226,00 EUR) : 
 
:64:C041111EUR480625,00 
 
 

 
 
 
3.6. Message MT 942 – temporary report 
 
Message MT 942 contains data on transactions from previously submitted temporary or 
daily report, in response to message MT 920. 
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligato

ry  
Reference  

 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number 

(RTGS) 
16x Yes TRN within SWIFT 

21: Respective reference 16x Yes Refers to reference of the 
message MT 920 which 
initiated the request 

25: Account number  18!n Yes Account number the message 
refers to 

28C Report number /page number of 
the respective report  

5n[/3n] Yes  

  
 34F 

- value code  - EUR, 
- debit – D or empty, 
- limit limit below which transaction 
is not entering report (12n,nn) 

 
3!a[1!a]15
d 
 

Yes Example: 
34F:EURD10,00 

      
 34F 

- value code - EUR, 
- credit  – C or empty, 
- limit limit below which transaction 
is not entering report (12n,nn) 

 
3!a[1!a]15
d 
 

Yes Example: 
34F:EURC10,00 



13D Date and time of sending  
YYMMDDHHMM+0100 

6!n4!n1!4!
n 

Yes Example: 
0408261050+0100 

     
             
 
 
 
61 

Line of report: 
- value date – YYMMDD, 
- debt  (D), credit (C) …., 
- expected debit turn over (ED), 
- expected credit turn over (EC) 
- amount (12n,nn), 
- code for indentification of 
transaction type  
- reference for the owner of 
account  
- reference of inst. which services  
an account  
- account number  

 
6!n 
2a 
 
 
15d 
1!a3!c 
16x 
[//16x] 
18!n 

 
 

 

86 - First row- debtor’s account (code 
MT 103-field 50K and code MT 
202 field 53A) 
- Second row– creditor’s account 
(code MT 103-field 59 and code d 
MT 202 field,58A)               
-following 4 lines of reports are 
field 70 of the message MT103. 

 
 
6*65 

  

------I     
      
90D 

 - number of debit transactions  
 - value code, 
 - sum of debit transfers.  

 
5n3!a15d 

 Example: 
:90D:2EUR2000,00 

90C - number of credit transactions  
- value code, 
- sum of credit transfers. 

 
5n3!a15d 

 Example: 
:90C:8EUR1000,00  

 
If there are 2 fields 34F, first field 34F shall have sign D, and second field 34F shall have 
sign C, if there is one field 34F symbols C or D shall not be used – the system 
understands debit limit. 
 
 
3.7. Message MT 950 – account report  
 
Message MT 950 is account report at the end of working hours, according to the 
participant choice.       
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligato

ry  
Reference  

 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number 

(RTGS) 
16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 



25: Account number  18!n Yes Account number for which 
report is sent  

28C: Report number /page number of 
the respective report  

5n[/3n] Yes  

60F: Initial status in the form: 
  - debit / credit - D/C, 
  - date- YYMMDD, 
  - value code - EUR, 
  - amount  (12n,nn). 

 
 
1!a6!n3!a1
5d 

Yes Example:  
 
:60F:C040628EUR1000,00 

     
61: Line of report: 

- value date – YYMMDD, 
- debt  (D), credit (C) …., 
- amount (12n,nn), 
- code for indentification of 
transaction type  
- reference for the owner of 
account  
- reference of inst. which services  
an account  
- account number  

 
6!n 
2a 
15d 
1!a3!c 
16x 
[//16x] 
18!n 

 
 

 

------I     
62F: Closing status along with the time 

of sending: 
  - debit / credit - D/C, 
  - date- YYMMDD, 
  - value code - EUR, 
  - amount  (12n,nn). 

 
 
1!a6!n3!n1
5d 

 
 
Yes  

Example:  
 
:62F:C040628EUR18910,00 

 
 
 
 
3.8. Message MT 970 – report from the settlement account for clearing MT 972- 
temporary report of the settlement account    
  
Message MT 970 is the settlement account report for clearing. It shall be sent 
automatically at the end of the session, untill MT 972 shall be sent after a request and 
encompasses transactions from the last MT 970 or MT 972. 
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  Reference  
 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number 

(RTGS) 
16x Yes TRN within SWIFT 

25: Account number  18!n Yes Account number for which 
report is sent 

28C: Report number /page number of 
the respective report  

5n[/3n] Yes  



60F: Initial status in the form: 
  - debit / credit - D/C, 
  - date- YYMMDD, 
  - value code - EUR, 
  - amount  (12n,nn). 

 
 
1!a6!n3!a15
d 

Yes Example:  
 
:60F:C040628EUR1000,00 

     
61: Line of report: 

- value date – YYMMDD, 
- debt  (D), credit (C) …., 
- amount (12n,nn), 
- code for indentification of 
transaction type  
- reference of the owner of account 
- reference of inst. which services  
an account  
- account number  

 
6!n 
2a 
15d 
1!a3!c 
16x 
[//16x] 
18!n 

 
 

 

------I     
62F: Closing status along with the time 

of sending: 
  - debit / credit - D/C, 
  - date- YYMMDD, 
  - value code - EUR, 
  - amount  (12n,nn). 

 
 
1!a6!n3!a15
d 

 
 
Yes 

Example:  
 
:62F:C041010EUR15680,32 

 
 
3.9. Message MT 973  – requests for clearing reports                   
 
Message MT973 shall be used as a request for information on the balance of a clearing 
account or request for sending a report on a clearing account. 
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligato

ry  
Reference  

 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number  16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 

   Yes  
12 Message type which is required  3!n Yes Number of respective message 

MT970 or MT972 
25 Account number the message 

refers to  
18!n Yes  

-----I     
 
 
3.10. Message MT 985 – Request for information on an account status  
 
Message MT 985 shall send request for information on an account status on which 
resply is given by message MT 986.   
 



Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  Reference  
20: Initial bank referential number  16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 
57A: Fin. Institution which holds an 

account 
BIC code of bank  

 
4!a2!a2!c[3!
c] 

Yes Example:  
:57A:CBCGCS22 

Account Request for information 
refers to  

59: 

BIC code of bank  

/18!n 
4!a2!a2!c[3!
c] 

Yes Field “account the Request for 
information refers to” (/18!n) is 
not obligatory for the next 
Request for information: 
PCLT, TTLS and TTLD  

Format 
description 
depending 
on request: 

Yes Type of requests:     
 
 

4!a  STAT  – account status  
4!a  SQDC – report on queuing  
4!a  PCLT  – limit of clearing is set   

75: Requests  

4!a 
[6!n/]16x 
 

 - TTLS – total of clearing 
series  
- YYMMDD, slash and after 
session (example: MORNING, 
EVENING or FINAL)  

 
 
 
 
3.11. Message MT 986 – response to a request for information on status  
Message MT 986 is sent in response to request for information message MT 985.   
 
Responses that RTS/X supports shall be in the field 79:. 
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  Reference  
 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number  16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 
21 Reference of the message 

response refers to  
16x Yes  

Account that response refers to  59 
BIC code of the bank  

/18!n 
4!a2!a2!c[3!c] 

Yes  

Response   Yes  79 
Possible responses on STAT 
Request for information :  
 
 

4!a[/6!n4!n1!x4!
n] 
 
 

 STAT/ 
Possible responses on 
Request for information on 
status (second row 
responds):  
 



Account is not locked  
Account is locked for debit  
Account is locked for credit  
Account is locked  

2!a 
2!a 
2!a 
2!a 

 AA – code  
DA – code  
AC – code  
DC – code  

 

Possible responses on Request 
for information SQCD: 
 
 
 
- Sum and number of suspended 
transactions that indebt an 
account  
 
- Sum and number of suspended 
transactions that credit an 
account 
 
- Sum and number of suspended 
transactions queing to indebt an 
account  
 
- Sum and number of suspended 
transactions queing to credit an 
account  
 
 
- Sum and number of 
transactions that freezed indebt 
of account  
 
- Sum and number of 
transactions that freezed credit of 
account 
 
-Ongoing balance of account (CC 
credit or CD debit) 
 
- Available status on account (AC 
credit or AD debit) 
 

4!a[/6!n4!n1!x4!
n] 
 
 
 
2!a3!a15d[/5n] 
 
 
2!a3!a15d[/5n] 
 
 
2!a3!a15d[/5n] 
 
 
2!a3!a15d[/5n] 
 
 
2!a3!a15d[/5n] 
 
 
2!a3!a15d[/5n] 
 
 
 
2!a3!a15d[/5n] 
 
 
2!a3!a15d[/5n] 

 SQDC/ 
Possible responses on 
Request for information 
(second row responds):  
 
SDEUR10000,50/4     
(code  SD) 
 
 
SCEUR90000,00/7     
(code SC) 
 
 
EDEUR150000,90/6   
(code ED) 
 
 
ECEUR2000,00/3        
(kod EC) 
 
 
LDEUR2000,00/3        
(code LD) 
 
 
LCEUR2000,00/3        
(code LC) 
 
 
 
CCEUR2000,00/3  (code 
CC,CD) 
 
 
ADEUR2000,00/3     (code  
AC,AD) 
 
 

 Response on request for 
information PCLT (on limit which 
is currently set) 

4!a[/6!n4!n1!x4!
n] 
/18!n 
6!n3!a15d 
6!n3!a15d 
1!a6!n3!a15d 
 

 PCLT/ 



 Responses on questionnaires   
TTLS contain data on request in 
the first row, number of received 
messaged in the second row, 
number of accepted, settled, 
waiting and rejected messages  
 
 
Date and section  

4!a[/6!n4!n1!x4!
n] 
5d/5d/5d 
17d/5d/5d 
17d/5d/5d 
17d/5d/5d 
17d/5d/5d 
 
6!n16x 
 

 TTLS/    
 

 
 
4. Category n – common group messages  
 
4.1. Message MT n91 – request for payment of provision, interest rate and other 
expenses   
 
Message MT 991 shall be sent as a request for payment of provision, interest rate and 
other expenses.   
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligato

ry  
Reference  

 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number  16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 
21: Connected reference 16x Yes NONREF 
32B: Value date (YYMMDD), 

Value code  (EUR) 
Amount (12n,nn) 

 
3!a15d 

Yes  

52A: Debted account of the bank  
BIC of the bank  

[/1!a][/18!n] 
4!a2!a2!c[3!
c] 

Yes  

57A Credited account of the bank  
BIC of the bank 

[/1!a][/18!n] 
4!a2!a2!c[3!
c] 

Yes  

71B: Details of debt  6*35 Yes  
72: Information from remitter to the 

recipient  
6*35   

 
 
 4.2. Message MT n92 – request to revoke a message   
 
Message MT 192 shall be used as a request to revoke previously sent message MT 103 
and MT 102 , and message MT 292 shall be sent as request to revoke MT 202 
message.   
Any message shall be revocable untill the moment of it’s enforcement.  
 
Elements' schedule is: 



 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  Reference  
 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number  16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 
21: Connected reference 16x Yes TRN of the message request 

for information reffers to  
 
MT number  
Date 

 
11S: 

Serial number and sequences of 
original message  

 
3!n 
6!n 
[4!n6!n]  

Yes Example:  
11S:103 
101004 
4444666666 

 
BIC of participant that have sent 
the message  

79: 

Value date - YYMMDD 

 
4!a2!a2!c[3!
c] 
6!n 

Yes Example:  
:79:IBTICS22 
041128 

 
 
4.3. Message MT n95 – request for information on messages         
 
Message MT 195 shall be used as request for information on previously sent message 
MT 103 and MT 102 , and message MT 295 is request for information on previously sent 
message MT 202.  
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  Reference  
 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number  16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 
21: Connected reference 16x Yes TRN of the message request 

for information reffers to  
Requests that are stipulated: 
STAT - message status  
PRTY – priority of changes  

75: Request for information  
4!a  

Yes 

DUPL – copy of the message  
77A: This field shall be used only if 

change of priority is wanted (if 
in field: 75: is code: PRTY) 

4!c 
 

This field is 
obligatory 
only for 
request for 
information 
PRTY,  

Example:  
77A:0020 

 
MT number  
Date 

11S: 

 Series and sequence of the 
original message 

 
3!n 
6!n 
[4!n6!n] 

 Example:  
:11S:103 
101004 
4444666666 



BIC of the participant that have 
sent the message  

79: 

Value date  

4!a2!a2!c[3!
c] 
6!n 

  

 
4.4. Message MT n96 – response on requests and request for information  
 
Message MT 196 shall be response on requests and request for information of 
previously sent message MT 192 and MT 195, and message MT 296 is response to 
requests and request for information of previously sent message MT 292 and MT 295. 
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  Reference  
 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number  16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 
21: Connected reference 16x Yes TRN from field 20: message 

n95  for which response is 
created   

76: Responses   
4!a[/6!n4!n1
!x4!n] 
4c[/6!n4!n1!
x4!n] 
 
 

 
Yes 

Responses on requests: 
STAT – statuses given in the 
following table  
DUPL – copy of the message  
PRTY – priority of exchanges  
CANC – message is revoked  
ERRC – message on error in 
request  

77A: Textual description of the 
responses (refers to error of the 
previous message) 

3*35x 
 
 

 
 

If response contains error in the 
first row is the given code and in 
the next two error description  

 
MT number – message number  
Date- GGMMDD 

11R: 

Series and sequence of the 
original message 

 
3!n 
6!n 
[4!n6!n] 

 
Yes 

Example:  
:11R:202 
040628 
4444666666 

 Copy of at least all obligatory 
fields of the original message  

   

 
 
Request for information on status  (STAT)  field: 76: shall have next responses: 
 
STAT/date, time  - first row of responses 
REJT/date, time  - second row of 
responses  

Message is revoked by message MT n92 
which is sent by participant  

STAT/ date, time  - first row of responses 
CANC/date, time  - second row of 
responses  

Message is revoked by rules of  RTGS 
CBCG, it shall be sent even though CBCG 
rejects message without request  

STAT 
EXEC 

Payment is being performed  

STAT Payment has been performed  



SETL 
STAT 
ERRC 

An error occurred during processing the 
message  

STAT 
WAIT 

The message is queuing  

STAT 
SUSP 

The message is suspended  

STAT 
ERRP 

An error occurred  

STAT 
NETR 

The message is accepted for clearing. It is 
available to be revoked by participant. 

STAT 
NETS 

The message is settled after clearing 
procedure. Revoke is not available.     

 
 
Request for information on copying the message (DUPL)  field: 76: shall have the 
following responses: 
DUPL – first row of the message  
OK     - second row of the message  

Requested message shall be copied  

DUPL 
ERRC 

An error during copying transfer  

 
 
 
Request for information on copy of priority of changes (PRTY)  field: 76: shall have the 
following responses: 
PRTY - first row of the message     
<changed priority>    - second row of the 
message  
  

Priority of payment is changed  

PRTY 
ERRC 

Error in change of priority  

 
 
 
Request for information on copy of message (DUPL)  field: 76: shall have the following 
responses: 
CANC – payment is revoked  
OK      - second row of the message  

Requested message shall be copied  

CANC 
ERRC 

An error in processing request  

 
 
Message in error as the response to request MTn95 or MTn92 in field:76: shall be given 
in only one row along with code ERRC until in field :77A: there will be given an error 
description. 
 
 
 
 



4.5. Message MT n99 – message in free format 
 
Message MT 999 is the message of the free format. 
 
Elements' schedule is: 
 
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligato

ry  
Reference  

 Remitter   Yes   
 Recipient   Yes   
20: Initial bank referential number  16x Yes TRN  within SWIFT 
21 Connected reference 16x   

Text of the message: 35*50x Yes  79 
 
/TEXTMESSAGE/BIC 

 
/11!c/4!a2!
a2!c[3!c] 
34*50x 

 Example:  
/TEXTMESSAGE/ IBTICS22 
TRN of payment message 
Is  MT 102-MB202 
 
 

 Change in user status: 
 
/SETUSERLOCK/ user code 
that changes status  
/DIRECTION/ 
/STATUS/ status which is 
provided   

 
 
/11!c/12x 
2*50 
 

 Example:  
:79:/SETUSERLOCK/LLLLLL 
/DIRECTION/ 
/STATUS/00 

 Setting of limits of accounts: 
 
/SETACCOUNTLIMIT/CLEARI
NG 
/STATUS/ 
/ACTION/ 
/DIRECTION/I (for increase) 
or D (for limit decrease) 
/ACCAUNT/ account number 
/AMOUNT/ amount – new limit 

 
 
 
 
15/!c/16x 
          5*50 

 
 
 

Example:  
 
 
/SETACCOUNTLIMIT/CLEARI
NG 
/STATUS/ 
/ACTION/ 
/DIRECTION/I 
/ACCAUNT/ 
907000000005050134 
/AMOUNT/ 1000,00 
 

 Request for report on period of 
business day:  
 
/GETBUSINESSDAYPERIOD/ 

 
 
/20!C/ 

  
 

 


